
We love tales of triumph over adversity. However, many people work 
hard to meet basic needs and feel as though they are somehow 
personally to blame for their lack of prosperity. The gap between rich 
and poor in the United States has been widening and this is particular-
ly pronounced in communities of color and for women. 

During this engaging and interactive lecture, Dark teaches participants 
about trends — both historical and current day — in the distribution of 
wealth in America and how those trends affect all Americans. Partici-
pants come to understand "the 1%" and how to make connections to 
work toward a more just economy. 
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anyone can work hard and 

become wealthy. 

GENDER,
RACE &
MONEY

An interactive lecture from sociologist and 
award-winning storyteller, Kimberly Dark

dream.

To learn more about Kimberly, visit www.kimberlydark.com

THE 1%



To book Kimberly or request pricing, call 866.769.9037 or email
booking@kirklandproductions.com

www.kirklandproductions.com

"Our students absolutely loved Kimberly's Dark lecture. Our audience ranged from students 
who had studied this issue in-depth to others who were hearing this information for the first 
time, and they all came away with a deeper understanding of the implications of race and 
gender on people's income and wealth. If your university is looking for someone who will go 
beyond simply explaining graphs and throwing out overwhelming statistics, then consider 
Dark.  She makes the material real and relatable to students, and she keeps them engaged 
with a series of interactive activities.”  
- Dr. Melissa Ooten, University of Richmond

“Dark spoke on a wide range of topics, all involving social inequalities in America and how these 
inequalities affect job opportunities and pay. At this lecture I learned that whether it’s big or 
small, we as individuals can make a difference. The diagrams Dark provided really helped me 
see how unequal things really are even though we talk like America is completely equal.”
 - Brian Sanchez, Cougar Chronicle, Cal State San Marcos
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